




FROM THE PUBLISHER 

If you are reading this you are one of the thousands who 

signed up for our mailing list. Thank you. As a result, you get 

to enjoy ongoing issues of BNP Magazine FREE. Please 

help us continue to grow by sharing this information with 

your friends. Starting with this issue, only our subscribers 

get to read BNP Magazine at no charge. 

I am beyond excited to present our interview with science 

fiction grand master, Robert J. Sawyer, a multi-award 

winning, and extremely prolific author of such titles as 

“Flash Forward” — you likely remember the ABC television 

version — as well as 22 other novels, a myriad of short 

stories, media productions and more. In addition, I am sure 

you will find him to be direct, upfront, and a true believer in 

hard science fiction. Enjoy the interview. 

I also offer you two short stories you will enjoy. Peter Ford 

and Jonathan de Burca Butler are both excellent writers 

with promising careers.  

Another best selling author, Robin Melhuish is also 

interviewed for his book “All That Remains” that has been 

doing very well; readers have been telling their friends and 

the response has been excellent. His book was published 



through Alt Publish and you should check it out. I have 

provided the links in this issue. 

A new author, Danielle Calloway, whose debut novel “The 

Lost Child” is about to be released through Alt Publish, 

offers a sampling in this issue. The novel is a true story of a 

young boy’s struggle for life, and ... well, you just have to 

read it to learn more. Let me know what you think. I’ll let you 

know once it is released.  

When I started BNP Magazine the goal was to showcase 

the work of writers across the spectrum. At first, I could not 

pay for short stories, lacking a revenue source to do so. For 

the last two issues, I have managed to pay authors from a 

grant fund. It’s still not a huge amount, but we are growing 

and soon I hope to be able to match other paying 

publications. But this can only happen with your support; 

please share with your friends online and let them know 

about the magazine. Subscriptions are free, otherwise it is 

also available through Amazon and B&N, and directly 

through AltPublish, for $0.99/ issue. If you are interested in 

a print issue, let me know by email.  

It is my hope that the authors you read in this magazine, 

will go on and become well-known authors. Inasmuch as 



writing is a solitary experience, having support is always a 

blessing.  

Feel free to submit letters letting me know what you 

think, what you liked, what you would like to see. Each issue 

will include a letters section.  

Enjoy this issue. And Merry Christmas to all! 

William Gensburger  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Short Story: 

The Diner 

by Peter Ford 

Harry Pinder was a chef like no other. He had never received a bad 

review, or, if he had, he was as certain as he could be that no other diner 

would have read about it.  He prepared only a handful of meals a year, and 

had not written a menu in almost a decade now. Indeed, such is the way 

that the tastes of the general public can change and evolve, he doubted 

whether,  upon leaving his current commission, he could ever write one 

again.

His diners,  not customers,  would write to him, maybe a week or so 

prior to their reservation, depending on the particular circumstances. From 

the  moment  the  order  arrived  on  his  desk,  he  was  at  their  complete 

disposal. His own time, weekends, evenings, holidays and birthdays were 

inconsequential when stacked against the specific and often unique needs 

of his diners. In the past, this deferential treatment had caused problems 

within his private life;  it  had cost him a marriage and strained many a 

friendship to the breaking point. Fortunately, his current fiancée of three 

years  fully  understood  the  exceptions  required  of  his  position,  and 

appreciated and encouraged the sacrifices that they both had to make once 

an order came in.

The initial order would come via written instruction, passed on to him 

through an intermediary who was banned from reading it. He would read 

it  once, twice,  pause for a coffee,  and then a third time to commit it  to 

memory, before discarding it to the waste paper basket. What happened 

next was a matter of course; if the order was a relatively straightforward 

one (though there was no typical order; each was unique,) Harry would 

send his sous-chef, Hernandez back to the diner for the particulars of the 

presentation and any other technical issues that needed to be addressed. 



What sort of plate would the diner like? A china-bowl, a white porcelain 

square,  or  a  piece of  sanded slate? Hernandez would also take a drink 

order which would be a list of recommendations written by Harry himself; 

drinks that might complement the dish;  a Chilean white,  South African 

red, a crisp lager, 20-year scotch, or even an iced lemon water. Most diners 

ended up opting for an alcoholic beverage of some description, which, in 

Harry’s  opinion  was  completely  understandable.  Though,  when  a  rare 

order came back for just a water, or a soft drink, he could not help but feel 

a sense of respect for the diner’s power of abstinence.

Occasionally, if the order was unclear or ambiguous in some way, Harry 

would make contact with the diner himself in order to ascertain exactly 

what  was  required.  Many  of  his  diners  had  difficulty  expressing 

themselves, and some did not even speak English, but Harry, being both 

experienced  and  professional,  asked  precise,  pointed  questions  in  a 

delicate manner, in order to determine, from the diners, exactly how they 

wished their beef cooked, or potatoes sliced. He had also taken to learning 

Spanish  as  many  of  his  diners  tended  to  be  Hispanic  and  it  secretly 

delighted him discussing the ins and outs of their cuisine in their own first 

language.

Once  the  particulars  of  the  dish  had been established,  Harry  would 

dispatch his small staff to source the ingredients from wherever they could 

be found. If a request required an ingredient not available locally, or was 

specific to a certain area, he would not hesitate in sending Hernandez to go 

and acquire it. In the past he had dispatched his assistant as far afield as 

Australia for kangaroo steak, to Norway for whale and Russia for a certain 

type of vodka. It was the diner’s meal, and he was responsible for every 

last aspect of it.

On the night before the reservation was due, Harry would prepare a 

trial meal in utter and complete silence. Music damaged his concentration 

at this most crucial stage. It affected his memory for the exact weight of the 

ingredients, the timing of the cooking, heating of the stove. When the meal 

was ready, he would sit by himself at the small, circular table in the corner 



of  the  kitchen  and  eat  the  meal.  Again,  silence  during  the  meal  was 

absolute imperative: Harry liked to hear the food as he worked it over his 

tongue.  Only when the plate was empty,  which it  inevitably would be, 

would Harry sit back, take a sip of whichever drink the diner had selected, 

and decide whether or not the meal was acceptable; whether the textures 

and flavors were balanced, whether the selected drink complemented the 

dish  as  a  whole,  whether  it  sat  well  visually  on  the  selected  plate. 

Sometimes he would write changes on a notepad that he kept in his breast 

pocket, to remember details for the next day’s cooking. At other times he 

would simply nod and allow himself a small smile.

In  the  nine  years,  four  months  and  eighteen  days  since  Harry  had 

accepted this commission, the routine had worked perfectly. He had never 

needed to visit  a  diner more than once in order to establish what they 

wanted,  and  although  he  never  saw  them  again  after  the  meal,  the 

occasional positive comment had filtered through his colleagues back to 

him that made his heart burn with pride. 

On one hot, sticky, July morning however, with the air stuffy within his 

office, Harry Pinder received a knock on the door.

“Yes.” he hummed, looking up as a man in a charcoal grey uniform 

straddled the threshold between his office and the outside world.

“Dinner  reservation,”  the  man  said  without  feeling  or  sincerity, 

stepping forward and dropping a piece of yellow note paper on Harry’s 

desk, before leaving the room without another word. Harry scowled after 

him:  he  was  a  stooge,  a  cog  in  the  system,  a  man  either  ignorant  or 

uncaring of the privileged, almost sacrosanct position he held.

He shook his head after the man, and propped his half moon glasses at 

the end of his nose, and unfolded the paper.

His eyes flickered along the first couple of rows. A starter: soup-based, 

light, flavorful, very particular ingredients. Harry nodded, he liked it when 

his clients had culinary expertise themselves. He reached the main course; 



fish. It made perfect sense considering the warm weather, no need for a 

heavy red meat to add to the discomfort.

His eyes came to a sudden halt  on the penultimate line of the main 

course  order,  and  the  wrinkles  on  his  forehead  came  together  in  a 

downward arch. He re-read. The arch furrowed further. He looked away 

from the paper and licked his lips nervously, raised his glasses from his 

nose and kneaded his eyes with his forefinger and thumb before returning 

them and reading once again. 

This was no trick of the light, the words were there in thick blue ink, 

crafted with deliberate precision by a knowing and purposeful hand. He 

closed the piece of paper and ran a finger across the crease, locking the 

words inside. After a couple of very deep breaths he raised the receiver on 

his desk phone and punched in a phone number.

“Yes,” Hernandez replied instantly.

“Hern.” Harry was surprised to find his voice was wavering so held the 

receiver away and coughed into his hand before continuing. “Hern, we 

have a dinner reservation.”

“Okay. Is there a drink order too?” Hernandez asked. Harry shook his 

head.

“No,  I  need you to go back to them,” Harry said,  thinking fast  and 

talking slow. “It’s the paper they wrote it down on, I spilled my coffee on it 

and can’t read it.” 

Hernandez made a sound somewhere between a laugh and a snort. “I 

think you are getting clumsy in your old age.”

“Just  go  and  get  the  order  now  please.  One  of  them  will  have  the 

contact details.”

“Sure.” He could hear Hernandez getting to his feet. “I’ll get back to 

you in a bit.”

“Thanks, Hern.” Harry replaced the receiver and steadied his shaking 

hand. He then took a pack of matches from the desk draw and struck one, 

sparking a bright orange flame which he held to the corner of the yellow 

paper until it smoldered and curled into ash.



Hernandez  returned  quickly  with  the  new  order,  written  out  on 

expensive looking, cream-headed paper.

“Thanks,” Harry said, reaching up and plucking it from his assistant’s 

hand. “You read it?”

“Of course not,” Hernandez replied, looking offended by the question, 

Harry nodded and offered a small smile in apology. Beneath his hand he 

could feel the headed paper throbbing, waiting to correct the error made 

on its predecessor.

“Well  I’ll  let  you  know  Hern,”  he  said  eventually,  conscious  that 

Hernandez was hovering over the desk. “About the order.”

“Sure thing.” Hernandez nodded, leaving the room.

Harry waited for a moment until the corridor outside was completely 

devoid of people. Within the office the only noise was the rising frequency 

of his breathing. He raised his hand and one half of the paper rose with it, 

stuck to the perspiration on his palm. He pinched it from his hand and 

unfolded it with an, until now, unfelt feeling of dread. With a twitch of the 

neck he started again from the very top of the page, resisting the urge to 

begin at the previous error.

Again the soup, with ginger and lemongrass, that would be really nice 

he thought with an approving nod; he liked working with ginger, he could 

make that really special. Then the main course, noodles had been specified, 

but glass or thicker ones? He would have to think about that; he preferred 

the thicker ones himself as they retained more flavor, but whether or not 

this oppressive heat would complement them, a decision for the trial run 

perhaps. And then the fish. Dread was replaced by fear, he had felt this 

emotion before, but not like this, not the type which sweeps over you like a 

tidal wave washing away every other emotion and thought until all that 

remains is  the fear itself.  His dread had been realized,  underlined two-

thirds of  the way down the headed paper.  There was no mistake.  Two 

words, underlined by three, four, five scratches of the pen. It was being 

shouted at him from the page, the words screaming out from diner to chef 

through the medium of his own, headed paper. The order fell back to the 



desk, and he placed his fingers into his temples, pushing hard to replace 

the mental anguish with physical, manageable pain. He shut his eyes as 

tight as he could, imagined the starters in a thin, ceramic bowl, sticks of 

lemon grass floating in the liquid, curls of flavor rising from it. Then the 

main, a circle of noodles, glass, clear, intertwined with onion and relish, 

surrounding the fish.

His eyes snapped open, disgusted at the image.

“Fuck.” He breathed, squeezing a single tear from his right eye.

Harry Pinder did not sleep that night. Beside him, Felicity (soon-to-be-

Pinder) lay in solemn silence, oblivious to the immeasurable weight which 

her fiancée had brought home with him. When he could take the silence 

and stillness of the early Nebraskan morning no more he swung his legs 

from the bed, took a shower, kissed the sleeping Felicity on the brow and 

left for work.

He arrived just after sunrise, pulling his green Cadillac roughly into its 

dusty parking spot by the shack which doubled as both the cafeteria and 

his office. It was deathly quiet, a quiet like a withdrawn breath waiting to 

be released upon the world. He sat at his desk and paused for a moment, 

perched at the very end of his chair. He had not dreamed it, the order, how 

could he when he had not slept? And yet, it did not seem real. It felt like a 

scene in a book he had read, but it was not, there was no book on his desk, 

only a folded piece of headed paper. He raised the phone and held it to his 

ear.

“Yes,” a voice replied, croaky and distant, probably the first word it had 

said in hours.

“Good morning,” Harry said quickly. “It’s Mr. Pinder here.”

“Mr.  Pinder,”  The voice  sounded surprised,  mildly amused.  “This  is 

early for you, doing a breakfast are we?” Harry ignored the jibe; he had 

heard them all before and their words no longer fazed him.



“I have received a reservation for a dinner on this coming Tuesday and I 

would like to speak to the prospective diner.” He was worried his voice 

might betray him, as the words were chased from him by the rampant 

beating of his heart.

“Now?” the voice sounded annoyed. “Christ, man, its six-thirty. We’d 

have to wake her up.”

Her? Harry paused,  he had not  considered that  the diner be female, 

though there was no reason why she should not be. He always assumed 

his  diners  to  be  genderless,  a  figure  who  wished  to  dine,  asexual, 

unknown, this was information he did not need or want to know.

“I don’t care,” he said defiantly. “This is important.” He slammed down 

the receiver.

The grey guard said nothing as Harry approached him and the barred 

doorway. The man rose and stretched as he saw the chef approaching; his 

facial expression was like all the others, uncaring, ignorant.

“I’ve woken her, she’s expecting you.” He was visibly annoyed at the 

earliness of Harry’s visit, beneath his charcoal uniform his muscles bristled 

and tensed.

“Thank you,” Harry replied with a nod. A buzzer whirred above his 

head  and  the  metal  door  slid  itself  aside,  and  both  guard  and  chef 

advanced into the darkness beyond.

They walked for a long two minutes,  mainly straight and in silence, 

then descended  a steep staircase and proceeded forward once more. The 

lights illuminating the walkways had been dimmed so much they barely 

seemed to light the air surrounding them, and Harry stayed close to his 

guide, following the heavy beat of boots on the bare, concrete floor.

Eventually they stopped outside a door from which a dull light seeped 

from benetah. Without taking his eyes of Harry, the guard raised a knuckle 

to the door and beat it twice.

“Yes,” the voice replied. A key was slotted into the lock and turned, 

more light spilled from the room as the door was pushed open.

“You have thirty minutes,” the guard said, nodding Harry inside.



The room was small and rectangular,  a single bed with a threadbare 

grey blanket hugged the right-hand wall. A small desk sat at the far end 

beneath a barred window; it held, upon its knobbled splints, a handful of 

tired-looking books and old-looking paper. Slid beneath it was a red plastic 

chair which looked like it had been borrowed from a primary school.

Harry’s diner sat on the bed, cross-legged and tranquil. As he entered 

she raised her head and smiled an early morning smile.

“Hello.” 

She was young, he thought. Christ, she was young. Her hair was blonde 

and closely cropped around a pale, sun-starved face devoid of age, a crown 

of freckles ran across the bridge of her nose. She was small and child-like, 

angular  limbs  seemed  to  jut  out  in  all  directions,  threatening  to  tear 

through the orange jump suit she wore with the comfort of someone who 

had worn it like their own skin for a very long time.

“Hello,” Harry replied eventually, looking away to hide the shock in his 

eyes from her. “I’m sorry I woke you up so early.”

“That’s  alright,”  she  said  softly,  giving  her  morning  smile  again  as 

Harry  turned  his  gaze  back  to  her.  “I  don’t  really  sleep  that  much 

nowadays.”

“Oh.”  Harry  made  a  neutral  noise.  Sleeplessness  made  sense  he 

supposed, though he remained feeling guilty at the early hour nonetheless. 

“Do you mind if I…?” He motioned towards the plastic chair, but to his 

surprise, his host unfurled her legs and slipped from the bed.

“Please.”  She  patted  the  bed,  which  did  not  look  much  more 

comfortable than the chair.  “It’s  only a small  chair.”  She pulled it  from 

beneath the desk and sat in it, tucking one, spindly leg under the other and 

leaving Harry little choice but to sit  on the bed. Maybe this is why she 

doesn’t sleep, he thought, as he felt the boards through the thin mattress.

“My name is…” she began, but Harry interrupted.

“Don’t.”  He paused at  her stunned silence.  “Don’t  tell  me.” He was 

short of breath, as if he had been on a long, long run, and beneath his shirt, 

his skin began to feel hot and pricked.



“Why?” she asked. She had watery blue eyes, though they seemed to 

have a hardness which told Harry she would not be moved to tears easily. 

He paused again, waiting for a good answer to her question.

“I don’t want to know.” It was not a good answer.

“Oh.”  The  woman  whistled  softly  and  nodded,  cradling  her  hands 

together in her orange lap. “Well can I at least know yours?” she added, 

earnest as a schoolchild asking their teacher’s name for the first time.

“Henry.” Harry conceded with the weakest of smiles. The dread he had 

felt  in the time running up to receiving her second order had returned 

making him squirm and fidget on the mattress.

“I had a dog called Henry,” she said, looking up at the square of light 

half  way up the wall.  It  had a wire mesh over it  and three rusted bars 

outside of that. “He was a Labrador. Got killed in a fire.”

“Oh,” Harry said, watching the woman watch the bars on the window, 

bars,  which  to  him,  seemed  only  necessary  to  reinforce  the  illusion  of 

incarceration without really being necessary for that purpose.

“Is this about my order, Henry?” the girl said eventually, meeting his 

gaze  across  the  cell.  Harry  looked  back  at  her,  his  neck  strained  as  if 

holding down nausea.  She looked no older  than twenty-seven,  twenty-

eight, and her face was a mixture of youth and the faux-age that comes 

with  prolonged  incarceration.  Grey  bags  beneath  beautiful  eyes,  white 

teeth behind thin lips. She was a painting, to be hung in courtrooms across 

the land, of beauty spoiled.

“Yes.”

“I take it it’s not about the soup?” Her lips flickered into the briefest of 

smiles.

“No.”

“Are you going to make it?” She leant forwards. The room was so small 

Harry could feel her breath float across the space between them and touch 

him lightly on his face. It smelled of toothpaste.

“I can’t.” He spread his hands, palms to the ceiling in desperation.

“Why not?”



“Because it will kill you.”

The chef and his diner sat, for what seemed to be a very long time, in 

silence.  The  heavy  tick  of  Harry’s  wristwatch  seemed  to  reverberate 

around the room, and he wondered how many of his thirty minutes they 

had already spent. The girl watched him through inquisitive, shimmering 

eyes, and he felt interrogated, squirming on the bed, avoiding her gaze as 

beads of cold sweat began to form on his brow and roll down his temples.

“What does it matter?” she said, breaking the silence with her quiet yet 

insistent voice, “I’ll be dead the next day. The world has decided that I am 

to die. What does it matter whether it is this day or the next?” Trapped 

inside this nightmare, Harry shook his head and wiped his brow. He felt 

exhausted, pummeled into submission. Before him, the girl in the orange 

jump suit seemed to grow and grow until she loomed large above him.

“Why like this?” The question sounded so weak, so unbecoming when 

placed within the magnitude of the situation.

“I have been here for eight years,” she began with a sigh and a renewed 

stare.  “For eight years I  have had no control.  I  have been told when to 

sleep, when to shower, when to eat. And now....” She paused and let her 

head drop to her chest. 

Harry  was  taken  aback  by  this  first  show of  real  emotion  from the 

prisoner,  it  made  him  feel  uncomfortable,  but  reminded  him,  as  if  he 

needed it, that she was real, “And now I will be told when and how I am to 

die.”   Harry’s  instinct  was  to  comfort,  to  commiserate,  but  even  the 

thought of it sounded hollow. “And if they wish to postpone my death, if 

they want to extend my agony, they can. On a whim, on an administrative 

error,  a  perceived mercy or  deliberate  torment.  They can keep me here 

expecting death every week until I am old with my soul tortured by living 

inside death’s porch.”

“They can’t…surely.” Harry’s shock overtook his words, but in her face 

he saw no lies and no fear of death, only fear of its postponement.



“They can. And they do.” 

Harry looked to the floor: a droplet of liquid, sweat or tears, he could 

not say which, dropped from his face and splashed on the concrete floor, 

forming a tiny sea amongst a grey desert. When he looked up, she was 

staring through him, through to his heart, as if the flesh surrounding it was 

little more than a dusty window. “Do you know what I did, to get in here?” 

Harry shook his head. “Would it affect your decision if you knew?” He 

thought, briefly, weakly: the state kills killers, only killers, he knew that 

much. But anything more than that, he was separate from all that business, 

all that unpleasantness. He had a job to do, a duty to grant a condemned 

man or woman one last joy before passing on. Others decided their fate.

“I don’t know,” he said eventually. “I don’t want to know.” 

The prisoner nodded and leaned against the wall, her back as straight in 

opposition  to  Harry’s  which  was  hunched  over  his  knees.  “It  will  be 

murder.” He spoke out from within his own cave. “You’re asking me, to 

murder you.” 

She tilted her head to one side and gave him a curious, almost bemused 

look like a dog looking at its owner. “Not murder.” She said quietly. “No 

one would know. There would be no post-mortem, no inquiry; they would 

just toss my body in an unmarked grave. Henry, you would be saving me.”

“No.” Harry jumped to his feet and backed away from her. He raised a 

hand  to  his  head  and  kept  it  there,  while  he  paced  backwards  and 

forwards,  backwards and forwards around the room that  seemed to be 

spinning at an ever-increasing rate. “You can’t ask me to do this.” He knew 

what he should do, he should leave, turn his back on this girl and leave her 

to the others, to the justice system of which he was and wished to be no 

part of. But he didn’t, he stayed. “I am a chef.” He jammed his thumb into 

his  chest,  “I  make my food for  prisoners,  for  my diners,”  he  corrected 

himself, “So that my diners may enjoy one last joy before…,” he could not 

bring himself to say the final word so waved his hand instead and turned 

to the door.



“But I would enjoy it,” she replied quickly. “I would enjoy it as your 

diner, I would just die a little sooner.”

“My dishes,” he sounded angry, though he was not, “represent life and 

beauty, the flavors of the world, unique to every diner.”

“Exactly,”  the girl  said with a  sense of  finality.  “Each diner  requests 

from  you  something  unique,  something  intrinsically  personal  to  be 

intertwined in their final meal. A taste of the exotic, where they have been, 

or where they had wished they had been, a childhood memory previously 

lost, a meal of spiritual significance before meeting their maker. I ask for no 

different. I ask for release from this existence through the ecstasy of the 

perfect meal.” Harry cried silently as he sank to the floor. “You have a duty, 

Henry, to grant your diner their final wish, to create their perfect meal. I 

have given you my order.”

“I don’t want to kill you.” He sounded so pitiful, so pathetic, so selfish. 

“I don’t want to be a murderer.”

Thirty minutes had passed when the guard opened the door. Harry and 

the  girl  sat  in  comfortable  silence,  him  on  the  mattress  opposite  the 

prisoner, cross-legged on her plastic red chair.

“Time’s up, Mr. Pinder,” he growled, and Harry looked up, not to him, 

but to the girl. She smiled her morning smile, though he could not bring 

himself to return his own. With tired limbs he pushed himself from the bed 

and walked to the door. “Get everything you wanted?” The question was 

mocking,  but  Harry  ignored  it,  pausing  instead  in  the  doorway  and 

looking back in the cell.  The girl continued to sit,  unmoved by his exit, 

staring at the empty wall from within her orange jump suit.

“Yes I did.”

“You  know  what  she  did?”  the  guard  asked,  as  they  walked  back 

through the still sleeping cells. “Crazy case, man.” Harry barely heard him 

above the noise within his own head, he felt as if he were being pushed 

along by a force unseen, preventing him from collapsing to the floor and 

curling into a ball like a detached petal.

“No, I don’t know.”



“Man.” The guard whistled. “I’ll  send the file up to your office,  just 

don’t read it when you’re having your breakfast.” Harry said nothing, he 

couldn’t  speak  to  him  any  more,  and  stared  straight  ahead  down  the 

corridor to the rectangle of light at its end, marking out the land of the 

living, from the land of the soon to be dead. 

Upon reaching the light, Harry turned to the guard, he smirked as he 

descended into his chair watching the boundary between light and dark 

and  placed  his  hands  behind  his  head.  “Well,  Mr.  Pinder,  it’s  been  a 

pleasure.”  Harry  wanted  to  beat  him,  to  take  his  face  and  hammer  it 

against  the  ground until  the  smirk seeped into  the  concrete.  Without  a 

word he walked on, fists curled in unjustified, implausible rage. Suddenly, 

without his mind knowing it, he stopped and turned.

“Send me the file,” he said.

When it came, Harry stared at its cover for a long, long time. Hernandez 

came in, asked him questions about his day, about the order, about the file. 

Harry sent him away without a word. It was desert-brown, deep and thick 

with ill-fitting pages and the irregular corners of photographs, seductive 

teasers, all trying to get him to peel back the cover and look inside. He 

hovered his hand over it, ran a finger down its spine, lifted it up, put it 

down, and still the sirens within sang for him to reveal its secrets.

Without warning, something snapped within him. Or did it loosen, he 

could not be sure, but the result was the same, a calmness washed over 

him, cleansing him, absolving him. He pushed the file from him, to the 

other side of the desk and reached for the phone, punching in a familiar 

number.

“Hern.” For the first time that morning, his voice was level, certain in 

the words it spoke. “We have an order, now listen carefully, it’s a difficult 

one.” 

Peter is a British writer based in London after three years working in Switzerland, and 

before that in Tanzania. He has written a collection of short stories entitled A Fractured 

Mirror and is currently seeking a publisher for his first novel, Meadowlands, a dystopian 

drama set in an alternate London in which corporations have taken over the government 

and all people are now split in three new social classes: Employee, Management and 



Executive with social mobility a thing of the past. Meadowlands will be published in 

2018. When he is not writing, Peter works for the British Civil Service. 



Interview: 

Robert J. Sawyer 
 

Who is Robert J. Sawyer?  Robert J. Sawyer is one of only eight writers in 

history — and the only Canadian — to win all three of the world’s top Science 

Fiction awards for best novel of the year: the Hugo, the Nebula, and the John W. 

Campbell Memorial Award (the full list of such winners: Paolo Bacigalupi, David 

Brin, Arthur C. Clarke, Joe Haldeman, Frederik Pohl, Kim Stanley Robinson, 

Robert J. Sawyer, and Connie Willis), and he’s the first author in thirty years to 

receive a Lifetime Achievement Aurora Award.

Rob is also an award-winning scriptwriter and an in-demand keynote speaker. 
[Source: www.SFWriter.com]

Unless you are a science fiction reader, the name may escape you, that is 

unless you watched the ABC adaptation of his novel Flash Forward, which 

survived a season despite being an excellent show. 

When the opportunity arose to interview him, how could I resist. My 

thanks to Mickey Mikkelson for making it possible. Enjoy.]

http://www.SFWriter.com


Q: John Scalzi wrote that “Cracking open a Robert J. Sawyer book is like 

getting a gift from a friend who visits all the strange and undiscovered 

places in the world. You can’t wait to see what he’s going to amaze you 

with this time.” I expect that every writer would love to get a testimonial 

like that. In developing your stories, do you look for the “amaze” option, 

or simply follow the idea that grabs you and flesh that into something 

solid? I get the sense from the volume of your work that everything is a (no 

pun intended) forward-direction with no looking back.

A: Damon Knight was one of the first serious science fiction reviewers; 

his reviews are collected as In Search of Wonder, and his notion that one of 

the prime virtues of science fiction is the sense of wonder—of the 

numinous, of what the Canadian poet Archibald Lampman calls “the wide 

awe and wonder of the night—has certainly been central to my reading 

experience. It’s also something I want to accomplish in whatever I myself 

write; my mission statement is to combine the intimately human with the 

grandly cosmic, and I always want a central idea in each of my books that 

will knock people’s socks off.

 



Q: Among your works, I thoroughly enjoyed FlashForward (novel), and 

did watch the ABC series (which I know you had a hand in writing/

consulting on), which sadly was canceled right when it was getting more 

viewers. Did you know how the novel would end before you wrote it? As 

the novel accelerated it took on new turns that ultimately led to the far, far 

ending. I find that as a reader (and a writer) the promise of an idea or 

concept is often better than the resolution. And inasmuch as the scale of the 

science, and the story expanded way beyond basic humanity, I always ask 

myself “So what?” with a bittersweet sense after I am done reading. Long-

winded prelude, I know, however, do you find yourself adding the 

perspective of a subjective reality to your work—that even though it is 

science fiction, it represents a part of you. Does that include your beliefs at 

that scale? Or is it simply a tale told? I hope that question made some 

sense. If not, let me rephrase: Left to evolve on their own your stories 

become quite massive in the complexity of thought. Deliberate?

A: Actually, it was canceled when it was getting fewer viewers; I can’t 

blame ABC at all. Back then, Tivo, DVR, and time-shifting viewings didn’t 

count in the ratings. We were in the wrong time slot—8:00 p.m. on the 

coasts, and 7:00 p.m. in heartland—which was way too early in the evening 

for a serious adult show, and our live-viewing ratings dropped every 

single week.

As a writer, I do like to know how what I’m writing is going to end, but 

in the particular case of FlashForward, I didn’t. I had to work it out as I went 

along, trying to find the opening in my own rigorous logic that would let 

the characters actually have a chance at evading their predetermined fates.

I do want each story to have several successive pullbacks to wider 

angles. Adding to what I said earlier, I usually start with a pretty tight 

focus on the intimately human and keep pulling back until we’re 

immersed in the grandly cosmic. Not just FlashForward, but The Terminal 

Experiment, Starplex, Factoring Humanity, Calculating God, my WWW trilogy 

of Wake, Watch, and Wonder, and, most recently, Quantum Night all follow 

that template.



 

Q: Your plots are fun. How much enjoyment is there in the plotting and 

writing, and what is the worst aspect of it? And how much time do you 

typically spend developing an idea before you start penning it?

A: Thanks! Although I think science fiction is an important vehicle for 

social comment, and a test bed for possible futures, nobody will read it if it 

isn’t fun, engaging, and a page-turner. I enjoy plotting, but I am adamant 

that the plot should progress by asking what a really bright person would 

do in the current circumstances, not what would be the easiest—but stupid

—thing to have my characters do just to buy me the next plot turn. The 

movie Prometheus, I’m looking at you.

These days, I spend a full year researching and preparing before I begin 

writing a new book. It’s a wonderful time of invention and discovery, and I 

love every minute of it.

 

Q: On your website it states: Over ONE MILLION words * Over EIGHT 

HUNDRED documents—That is a pretty daunting banner for any writer 

approaching you—I might be nervous to say hello. And yet you appear to 

more down to earth than many other people. Do you attribute this to your 

nature, or being comfortable in the fact that you are a successful science 

fiction writer with no need to prove anything (despite a continuous quest 

for improvement, of course)? Or something else?

 A: Well, I was the first science fiction writer in the world, and the first 

Canadian author of any type, to have a website, and I’ve written a lot of 

nonfiction about science and how to write, so in putting together that 

massive site I’ve had both a lot of time and a lot of material to draw on. It’s 

not supposed to be daunting; it’s supposed to be inviting with things of 

general interest, not just the usual modern website hustle of “Buy my 

books!”

And thank you for the kind words. I am a down-to-earth guy, and 

always have been. You’re right that I have nothing to prove to anyone now, 

but even at the very beginning, I figured the best way to do anything was 



just to be myself: good-humored, self-deprecating and able to take a joke, 

approachable, polite, and kind. That’s not “branding” or a marketing 

strategy; it’s just my recipe for going through life.

 

Q: Your novels are varied in content, but all are intelligent and thought-

provoking, which is a far cry from a lot of the material out there, especially 

the over-saturated dystopic themes that have become staple in mainstream 

entertainment. To read one of your books is to go on a journey of 

exploration of the theme, and the unfolding of that is as much a part of the 

joy of the read, as is the story itself. Do you find that the audience looking 

for intelligent stories is growing or have we become a less literate culture 

with far lower expectations?

 A: To my great sadness, serious science fiction, with trenchant social 

comment, plausible extrapolation, real science, and believable character 

psychology has become a tiny part of the genre; it’s been overwhelmed by 

fantasy—most traditional publishers are doing very little SF anymore—

and the SF that is still published tends to be formulaic space opera and 

fungible military stuff. It breaks my heart; the genre I love is dying.



 

Q: I know you enjoy your career—but if you had to single out only one 

aspect of the entire process, from concept through finished product, which 

is your favorite? I suspect you will say that the writing is, and if so let me 

ask which part—drafting, notes, plotting, sequencing, revisions, the end of 

the first completed draft...?

 A: No, it’s not the writing; I only do that to financially support my real 

hobby which is ... research! I love doing research; I love learning new 

things. Right up until the end of high school, I’d intended to become a 

scientist, not a science-fiction writer, and, to this day, researching whatever 

I wish, following my nose and trying to find a new synthesis of disparate 

concepts from multiple disciplines gives me more joy than anything else. 

Of the actual writing process, I hate doing the first draft—it’s like being a 

sculptor who has to make his or her own clay—but I do very much enjoy 

revising.

 

Q: You have worked as writer and scriptwriter quite a number of times. 

Screenwriting is a more concise and visual structure than a novel, lacking 

in the luxury of time to fully flesh the imagery that novels offer. The end 

result of a novel is pretty much that which the author envisioned. The end 



result of a screenplay tends to become an investors relationship with 

everyone from readers on up. Does it bother you that there is a such a 

difference?

 A: Not at all; they are completely different art forms. To go back to the 

sculptor metaphor, it would be like a statue maker saying to a painter, hey, 

don’t you miss the third dimension? Michelangelo worked in both—he 

sculpted David and he painted the roof of the Sistine Chapel—and in each 

form he managed surpassing excellence. I actually find the two forms I 

work in use different parts of my creative energy. In prose fiction, it’s all 

about stream of consciousness—the articulated inner voice of a character—

rather than the external, as in a script, and in prose we emphasize showing, 

not telling: “a gnarled liver-spotted hand” conveying without stating that 

someone is old versus the declarative telling of a script: “An old man 

enters.” I enjoy having both a novel and a script to work on at the same 

time.

 



Q: With the sheer volume of material that you have written, do you 

hold to favorites, or is this a business where the products, once released, 

like children grown-up, are gone and you just move on? In the same vein, 

do you remember everything that you have written?

 A: Writers have favorites for different reasons: FlashForward, because it 

made me the most money, thanks to the TV series; Hominids, because it 

won the Hugo, the top international award in my field; Illegal Alien, 

because it was the most fun to write; Quantum Night, because I think it’s 

the best thing I’ve ever written. But I absolutely do not remember all the 

details. I made a pact with myself when my first novel, Golden Fleece, was 

published in 1990 that I wouldn’t re-read each of my books until 40 years 

after its first publication; for that book, that’ll be 2030, 13 years from now. I 

remember the broad strokes, but not the details. Ask yourself how much of 

the work you did a quarter of a century ago that you remember? It’s no 

different for writers.

 

Q: Aside from your famous line about doing anything else but writing, 

if writing is not your passion, what practical advice would you give a new 

or obscure writer, that could help them plot a direction for their career?

 A: I’m a firm believer that writers should write their stories—not tie-ins 

to media franchises, not faux collaborations with big-name writers, not 

whatever they think the market is currently looking for, and, for the love of 



God, not mindless, escapist entertainment that will soon be churned out by 

AI algorithms at the pace of one every few seconds. Write something 

ambitious, something important, something moving, and do it to the 

absolute best of your abilities. Publishing is way more interested in the hot 

new thing these days than in established pros, and you get one, and only 

one, chance to be that; take your absolute best shot.

[Publisher: Quantum Night is Robert’s 23rd novel, already an award winner.  

I’d like to thank Robert for his time and thoughtful answers. Knowing his schedule 

and lack of time, I was delighted when he agreed to this interview. I have included 

links to his Website, books and biography, videos and more, below. Enjoy.]

Website: http://www.sfwriter.com

Books by Robert J. Sawyer

YouTube Interview with Rob

Tedx Talks with Robert J Sawyer (To Live Forever - or Die Trying)
Photo credits: Robert J Sawyer

http://www.sfwriter.com
http://amzn.to/2y8T48L
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=K_vyPmr7GBc
https://m.youtube.com/watch?v=W-GsuePP52I


Short Story 

To Hell with Descartes 
  

by Jonathan deBurca Butler 

 

 

 

"See that girl there?" asked Jedebiah Smallman.

His friend, arms-folded leaning back on a sulking clef-back bench, 

soaked up the early morning sun.

"Which one?" asked his friend, opening his left eye lizardly.

Jedebiah Smallman shuffled uncomfortably on the bench and coughed 

with his throat and his lips. His friend referred to it, behind his back of 

course, as his horsey cough; the one he spluttered before he got 

all...haughty.

"How d’you mean which one? The...the one on the swing," he said, 

nodding in the girl’s direction.  "Over there."

The girl was alone in the playground, firing herself into the air like a 

solitary circus performer. She had jettisoned her school bag against the 

wooden post of the swing. It looked like an idiot; a goofy, bedraggled and 

burdensome looking bag carrying books that had to be carried. Later on, 

those books would be removed. They would be scribbled on, played with 

and turned in dog ears. They would get ripped and rolled and any food 

that fell on them would be flicked to the floor with the vigour and 

frowning concentration of a chess champion. Every now and then the girl 

would try, really try, her best to read something from one of them or some 

of them but she would fail. She would glean nothing from them and she 

would put them back into their dark sling, carry them home over one 

shoulder and leave them sitting by the hat stand. Until the morning came 

around again.

"Yeah. Oh yeah. What about her?" asked Jedebiah Smallman’s friend.

Jedebiah leaned forward on the bench. He rubbed his nose in the 

manner he always did before he was about to make a point; his friend had 

no name for that.

“She’s too old,” he said, gazing in her direction.

“How d’you mean?” asked his friend.

“For the swing,” said Jedebiah, getting annoyed at his friend’s stupidity.



“I mean look at her,” he continued. “How old do you think she is? I’d 

say she’s about fourteen, maybe more.”

“I don’t know,” said his friend. “I have no children of my own, so to be 

honest with you now, I don’t know. But you might be right. I can’t see her 

being much younger than that in anyway.”

The two men sat there and looked at the girl swishing up and back in 

giant pendulum-like motions. She stared at the ground, her head titled to 

the side. She wore long dark hair. It was clean and silky but it looked 

uneven. Her nose was hooked and pronounced and together with her 

pouty, pinched lips, she looked something like a little owl. A lonely little 

owl on a swing.

“Like,” continued Jedebiah, “she’s too old for that swing, you know? I 

mean there comes a certain time when you have to move on from things 

like that and sort of act your age I suppose. I think it looks a bit funny. 

There’s something a bit funny about her there. At this hour. All on her 

own. Doing that like that. All on her own.”

“Descartes once said….,” started his friend.

“Ah Jaysus,” roared Jedebiah Smallman, putting his hands to his face. 

“Descartes again. To hell with Descartes. I mean what in the name of 

Jaysus has bleedin’ Descartes got to say about a girl on a swing? Would 

you ever leave the poor prick alone? I mean did they even have swings in 

Spain?”

 

“France,” said Jedebiah Smallman’s friend.

“What?” said Jedebiah, wiping down his face with his rough right 

hand.

“Descartes was French.”

“Well whatever he was,” continued Jedebiah Smallman. “What has he 

got to say about a girl on a swing.”

“He said nothin’ about a girl on a swing,” said Jedebiah Smallman’s 

friend. “But he did say, ‘you’re only as old as you feel’.”

Jedebiah Smallman stopped wiping his face with his hand and held it 

over his mouth. His eyes flittered right and left as he took in what his 

friend had said.

“Descartes said that?” he shouted in a whispered tone. “Are you trying 

to tell me that Descartes said that?”

“Yeah,” said Jedebiah Smallman’s friend. “The very man.”

“Descartes did on his bollox say that,” replied Jedebiah Smallman. 

“That was someone like Dolly bleedin’ Parton.”

“I don’t think it was Dolly Parton, Jed.”



“I know it wasn’t,” said Jedebiah Smallman. “But I know it wasn’t 

bleedin’ Descartes either.”

His friend mooched at the sun and stayed silent. Jedebiah Smallman 

looked away and began examining his fingernails. Seeing that the nail on 

his right forefinger was a little out of shape, he searched around his inside 

pocket where he eventually found some clippers. He removed them and 

twisted the lever round its silvery pin.

“I’ve seen her mother here before,” said his friend.

“Who?” asked Jedebiah Smallman, starting in on his nail. “The girl’s?”

“Yeah,” said his friend. “She wouldn’t be in the best shape to be honest 

with you.”

“Shouts a lot. Likes a drink, and maybe even the funny stuff. Can’t be 

easy for her.”

“No,” said Jedebiah Smallman, breathing out a badly timed breath.

The machinations in the nearby church bell tower began to twist and 

turn. The girl on the swing suddenly shook herself, interrupting the 

swing’s momentum and it came to a stop like a thrown away rag doll. Just 

as the bell tower stretched its creaking bones she climbed off, straightened 

her school dress and stepped forward to pick up her bag. She slung it over 

her shoulder.

The two men, seeing that she was coming their way, held their spake.

But she knew. She had grown used to feeling it. There were looks you 

got as the child of a junky.

She walked past the men and continued along the path in front of them. 

She lumbered up the steep steps, stopping momentarily to scratch an itchy 

leg.

“What did you say her ma’s name was?” asked Jedebiah Smallman.

“I didn’t,” said his friend. “I’ve no idea.”

The church bell’s final toll ebbed away from the vibrating bowels of 

their ears and stood aside for the day’s unexceptional din. The two men 

watched as the girl reached the top step and disappeared over the brow of 

their day.

Above their heads, an airplane streaked across the blue.

“I’d better go myself,” said Jedebiah Smallman’s friend, standing up 

from the bench.

Jedebiah Smallman, who was by now, biting on his thumbnail, 

acknowledged his friend with a wink.

“G’luck,” he said. “Mind yourself on that....”

“I know, I know,” said his friend raising his hand. He turned his back 

and moved slowly, carrying his heavy shoulders on his back.



Jedebiah poked the tip of his tongue through the o of his lips and spat 

the shredded thumbnail from his mouth. Leaning forward, he rested his 

arms on his legs and let his interlocking hands dangle like a prayer from 

his knees.

He looked down on the ground and thought about the dead. He 

thought about them everyday and smelled their worldly smells. Margaret's 

hair spray and the boy’s sweet sticky hands. His father’s navy, tobacco and 

stout drenched jacket, his mother’s starched aprons and whiskey breath.

It was they who had given him his name: ‘Jedebiah’ they had told the 

registrar. He had suggested they meant ‘Jedediah’ but when they insisted 

and he had looked into their dewy eyes, he thought it best to let them have 

their name.

Drink had killed them both and there was Jedebiah, left with no parents 

and a ‘b’ in his name.

“Would you never get it changed,” he had been asked on several 

occasions.

“It’s not mine to take away,” he would always say. “And it’s as much a 

part of me as anything else.”

Jedebiah turned to the seat where his friend had sat.

“His paper,” he muttered.

He picked it up and began to read. In the distance, sirens clamoured in 

a maniacal assembly as the day went on around them.

Pal read one of the horse’s names.

“Pal,” said Jedebiah Smallman to himself. “Where do they get the 

names?”

He folded up the paper, got up off his seat and walked home.

 

                

-----------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

 

“Do you mind if I sit here?” asked the man.

Jedebiah Smallman looked up from the bench, to find the voice that had 

addressed him. His eyes squinted as he studied the man’s face.

Moustache, glasses, balding, tall, collars and a round neck jumper.

“Well,” said Jedebiah, “ehm, a friend of mine usually sits there but to be 

honest I haven’t seen  him for a few days so fire away.”

“Thank you,” said the man, sitting down on the bench.

“Not a bad day now, is it?”



“No,” replied Jedebiah, a little taken aback by the man’s confidence. 

Did this man not know who he was? Did this man not know that this 

bench, the bench he had just invited himself to, was his?

“It’s not bad at all really,” he continued. “It was threatening earlier but 

so far…”

The man opened his paper and began to read.

“I see they’ve named that man,” he said.

Jedebiah said nothing.

“I see they’ve named that man from the accident the other day,” said 

the man, trying again.

“Oh sorry,” said Jedebiah. “I didn’t realise. Sorry, which man?”

“That accident there the other day near The Capstan?” said the man, 

nodding towards the pub near the park.

“I heard nothing about it,” said Jedebiah. “I live this other side of the 

park so I don’t really go that way.”

“Oh yes a terrible business altogether,” said the man putting his paper 

down across his lap. “There was a man, I think he was an elderly 

gentleman, and he was crossing the road there over by the pub. You know, 

just where the pedestrian crossing is; it’s feckin’ dangerous there. I didn’t 

see it now but someone told me later that the man was, as I said, crossing 

the road. He didn’t have the green man but there was no traffic and sure 

you know the way we do it here in Dublin, no one gives a shite about the 

green man. Anyway, people who saw it said he looked like he suddenly 

remembered something as he was crossing and he turned around to go 

back and get it and was hit by a motorcycle. Feckin’ thing was flyin’ along, 

you know the way those bastards go, and knocked him into the air and 

onto an oncoming car. He shattered the window screen of the car and came 

off on to the ground.”

The man picked up his paper.

 

“A terrible feckin’ business altogether,” he continued. “And of course 

the fella on the bike was grand. Few scratches.”

Jedebiah said nothing for a moment.

“When did it happen?” he finally asked the man.

“A few days ago,” said the man. “I think it was a Monday.”

“Around midday?” asked Jedebiah.

“I think you might be right there,” said the man. “I think it was just 

after twelve. There couldn’t have been much traffic around but then that 

crossroads is terrible.”

Jedebiah Smallman leaned forward and thought about the dead.



He coughed through his lips and mouth. He wiped his face with his 

hands.

“I always told him to mind himself on that road,” muttered Jedebiah.

“What’s that?” asked the man.

“Tell me,” said Jedebiah, turning to the man, “sorry, what’s your own 

name?”

“Fenelon,” said the man. “Lorenzo Fenelon.”

“Italian?” offered Jedebiah.

“Half,” said the man.

“Tell me Mr. Fenelon,” said Jedebiah. “Do you know much about 

Descartes?”
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Interview:

Robin Melhuish 
Author of “All That Remains” 

Q: Your novel is a terrific story complete with mystery, romance, 

historical setting, and a twist ending. How difficult was it to incorporate all 

these elements?

A: All That Remains was kind of a steep learning curve. The idea 

generated text, which then lead to research to see if the story event actually 

synced with real events. A lot didn’t at first, so after researching the real 

history , I had to rejig considerable portions of the story. 

Q: What percentage of your writing is research and planning versus 

actual writing?

A: A difficult one that. All That Remains started as a collection of real 

anecdotes from Germans about their experiences during and after the war. 

The research in this story came later. I suppose, 30% research and 70 % 

writing. 

Q: Your interest in stamp collecting plays a part in the novel for one of 

your characters, Alastair. Is this an interest of yours and to what extent?

A: I was an ardent stamp collector. Just German stamps and in 

conjunction with the wartime anecdotes the Allied Occupation provisional 

issues came into a new light. A lot of history in the stamps issued between 

1945 and 1949. 



Q: What do you read for enjoyment?

A: I read thrillers, detective stories, my favourites have to be Robert 

Harris, and Ian Rankin. I dislike stories where the logic is on or beyond the 

borders of credibility. I also love funny books, Douglas Adams and Matt 

Beaumont are high on my list. Simply because they are so out of the box 

thinking wise. 

Q: You live in Cyprus. How is the writing community there and have 

you enjoyed a measure of notability for your work?

A: Not much of a writing community here. The population is only 

200,000 of which there are maybe 40,000 English speakers. I’ve made 

National TV a couple of times. One studio interview was 45 minutes which 

probably bored everyone to death. I have been in the papers a few times 

with book signings too.

Q: What is your writing routine like?

A: Early starts. Plain and simple, get up with the sun and write until 

it’s too hot. Then take a break and go back over what I’ve written and self-

edit.

Q: What advice  do you have for other writers?

A: Keep doing it. The more you write, the better you’ll get. Don’t copy 

other styles or use cliches, develop yourself as a character doing the 

writing. People I know, who’ve read my books, say, ‘I can hear Robin 

telling this story when I read it. I take that as a great compliment, after all, 

it is my written voice.

[Publisher: If you would like to receive a FREE e-book of Robin’s novel All 

That Remains and would be willing to offer an honest review on Amazon, please 

email me william@AltPublish.com

You can buy the book in print or ebook http://amzn.to/2BkVqre  

mailto:william@AltPublish.com
http://amzn.to/2BkVqre


BOOK PREVIEW 

The Lost Child 
by Danielle Calloway 

Based on a true story.  Some names of people and places have been changed.

Chapter One
 

The Esperanza mud thickened as the heavy rains fell, pooling from the 

trees and forming puddles where the donkeys and cows had just walked 

down the streets.  The children had put their soccer ball aside and grabbed 

sticks, leaves and rocks and started to play in the mud, dirtying their bare 

legs, tattered shorts and bare chests.  The sticks magically turn into boats 



and canoes as they floated through the channels made from tires of 

bicycles and cars that had passed through. Their contagious laughter filled 

the air and adults stopped their labors for a moment to watch the children 

and remember happier times as the sound of the rain pattered on.

Nicolás’ mother listened to the children’s laughter outside and the rain 

falling on the leaky tin roof of her small, dirt floored, bamboo house as she 

held the tiny boy in her arms.  Speaking to him softly, she said, “I hope 

your life is better than mine, I’ll try my best to make you happy and you’ll 

finish school and get a good job.  You’ll marry a nice señorita and have a 

beautiful family of your own.  Your life will not be like mine!”  His large 

dark eyes would fix on hers each time she spoke to him, but it would be 

two years before she realized that he was deaf. When she found out he was 

deaf she was devastated, all her hopes and dreams for him vanished.  

She took him to the priest of the local church.  It had been a long time 

since she had entered a church.  Timidly she walked in to the dark interior 

with Nicolás balancing on her hip; the priest was at the pulpit, practicing 

his lecture for Sunday’s mass.  Embarrassed, she turned around to leave.  

The priest, a slightly balding middle-aged man, was standing tall.  As 

he raised his hands in the air and took a deep breath to deliver a damning 

message, his white collar squeezed his expanding neck and the buttons of 

his black shirt strained.  Glaring down at his imaginary audience he said in 

a deep voice, “God sees all, he sees what you do in the dark, he sees what 

you do behind closed doors……”  

A shadow moved, breaking his concentration.  Quickly putting on his 

glasses he saw woman with a child timidly trying to leave unnoticed. 

 Thinking she might want to have him bless the child, he called out, in a 

much softer voice, “Please, stay for a moment.” Walking up to her he 

gently took her elbow and led her to a wooden bench, “Please, have a seat. 

 What is your name and what brings you here?”

She placed Nicolás on the floor to play and looked down, embarrassed. 

 Then, looking into his soft brown eyes and seeing concern and warmth, 

she explained, “This is my son, Nicolás, and I just found out he is deaf.”

The priest looked down at the boy, who looked back up at him with a 

smile and held one slobbery hand up to him.  Looking at him, the priest 

couldn’t tell he was deaf.  He looked like a normal toddler.  He was thin, a 

little too thin, olive skin, straight black hair, a wide mouth with a smile 

inviting friendship, but he could tell that those eyes were different.  Set 

wide apart, those black eyes looked intensely at him, intelligent, sincere, 

and observing.  



He remembered a saying, “The eyes are the windows to our soul,” and 

saw through Nicolás’s eyes that he was a gentle boy, full of love and 

kindness.  “However,” he thought to himself, “he is deaf and I’ve been 

taught that he is the product of sin.”

Seeing the priest look tenderly at her child, she started to have a 

glimmer of hope.  Then, seeing his face harden, fear gripped at her heart. 

 Tears slipping down her cheek, she raised her big eyes to the priest and 

asked, “Why?  Why is he deaf?  Why did God do this to me?  And what 

can I do?  How do I raise him? What kind of life will he have?”

The priest shook his head at her, the warmth had disappeared from his 

eyes.  Sternly he told her, “When a child is born deaf, blind, retarded or 

deformed, it is because God is punishing the parents for their sins.  Tell me, 

child, what did you do to bring on this punishment?”

Instead of answering, she hung her head in shame.  She knew there 

was no way she could tell the priest that she was a prostitute.  “So, it is my 

fault?  Everyone will know I am a sinner?”

“Yes, my child.  Many people place their defected children in 

orphanages or institutions or hand them off to other family members to get 

a fresh start.  Whether you keep him or give him away, that is your choice, 

your decision.  If you would like to confess, change your ways and beg for 

God’s forgiveness, I can help you with that.”

Timidly she asked him, “If I do all of that, will God take my 

punishment away and cure the child?”

“No.  Little Nicolás will always be a reminder of your sins, of your 

imperfections.”

“Everyone will always know that I am a sinner, that I did horrible 

things!”

“You can’t change the past.  You are a sinner.”

“You don’t understand!”  She yelled at him, eyes blazing, “What else 

was I to do?  How else was I to survive?  You are comfortable in your nice 

house, a job and pay, how can you judge me?  You don’t know what it is 

like to be a single, poor woman!”

“There are always choices,” he coldly told her.

“What!  What are my choices?  You tell me if I had choices!  No one 

wants me to wash their clothes, no one wants to hire me to work in their 

little stores.  The oil company doesn’t want me.  If I want to eat, if I want to 

live, there was only one thing I could do.”  She choked down a sob, “Only 

the men wanted me. No one else!”



“This,” said the priest, pointing at Nicolás, “is the consequence of your 

sins.  You will always have that as a reminder, as a mark against you. 

 Change what you are and God won’t punish you again.”

“How?  What will I do?  What else can I do?”  She desperately asked 

him.  Then, seeing he had no answers, she screamed at him, “I have no 

choice!”  Tears streaming down her face, she gathered up Nicolás in her 

arms, fled the church, the priest and her shame.  His voice rang in her 

head, “This is God’s punishment for your sins. Nicolás is a mark against 

you.  Everyone will know you are a sinner when they see that deaf child.”

She hung her head in disgrace as she hurried home.  She had heard 

others say the same to her; her boy was deaf because of her sins.  “Should I 

give him away?” she asked herself, “But I love him!”

The Lost Child by Danielle Calloway will be available for purchase early 

January 2018. If you would like a free e-copy upon release, in exchange for an 

honest review, please contact me at Info@AltPublish.com. 

mailto:info@altpublish.com?subject=The%20Lost%20Child%20FREE


EDITORIAL: 

The Mass Mess of Christmas 
by William Gensburger 

 

First let me simply state: Merry Christmas!

It is the ‘season’ to be festive, but this celebration is often marred by 

bouts of political correctness that deck the halls with boughs of folly, 

insanity, and a good dose of excessiveness.

As a society, we have rapidly become conditioned to avoid offense at all 

costs, including the homogenization of greetings where cultural offense 

could, albeit highly debatably, be taken. The debate rages about wishing 

others a “Merry Christmas” as opposed to the less forthright “Happy 

Holidays.”

The language of the land has replaced directness with “adaptable 

language,” exchanging words like “handicap” with “disability,” “fat” with 

“overweight,” “illiterate” with “verbally challenged.” The list goes on. 



Gender pronouns are verboten, despite their insertion into other words, 

such as “woman”. Do we now just say “Wo?”  That list goes on forever. 

Inevitably, someone is always offended. But ask me if I care?

Christmas, formerly a strictly Christian observance and later diluted 

with reindeer and that mood-enhanced, jolly, dimensionally challenged 

man in the fluffy velvet suit — who now may be considered a sexual 

predator or, at the least, accused of sexual harassment — now represents as 

much a commercial equivalent of piranha in a pond as it does a festive 

occurrence. And, with that, the standard greeting of “Merry Christmas” is 

more often than not replaced with “Happy Holidays” – not unlike the 

overused and unappreciated “Have a nice day!” Good God, just shoot me 

now! And despite the overwhelming screams for equality, why I have I 

seen no female Santa Clauses?

Just this year a news report decreed that Rudolph should be abandoned 

as a much-loved Christmas tale because Rudolph was the victim of 

bullying. I’m waiting to see what happens with Bambi before casting 

judgement, however the odds don’t look good for that particular reindeer.

People of different faiths, it was said, would take offense to be greeted 

with “Merry Christmas,” enough, perhaps, to cast it aside in order to 

assuage their disgust. We have seen the extremes that the world has to 

offer with regard to acceptable terminology. The unfortunate English 

teacher who permitted her student to name his teddy bear Mohammed 

almost received extreme consequences from one particular group that 

dominates our news headlines. It seems likely that a formal Christmas 

greeting would have dire results with them. But should we be so placated 

by the whims of the leftist PC movement to destroy these benign 

traditions? After all, this year has seen a frenetic destruction of national 

monuments claiming them racist, new terminology such as “white 

privilege” and anti-Christian rhetoric wherever you look, an attack on free 

speech, a new cause in the extermination of “hate speech” the definition of 

which is so loose you could get lost in your own shadow. 



In America, however, where freedom of speech is supposed to prevail – 

often far too much – there should be no debate about the merits of “Merry 

Christmas” other than the extent that each person demonstrate the peace of 

the season and goodwill toward others. We need as much goodwill as we 

can get. And finally, a president who has embraced the word “Christmas” 

after almost a decade of tip-toeing around our vocabulary. 

Certainly, commercial businesses have no issue with the word 

“Christmas,” as in “Pre-Christmas Sales” and “Post-Christmas Sales,” and 

their customers are never heard to protest as they line up for hours, 

awaiting open doors so that they can herd in, frequently trampling fellow 

shoppers resulting in some poor soul’s death by shopping experience.

Likewise, little children would scream in misery to hear: “ ’Twas the 

night before Happy Holidays and all through the house …,” or “We wish 

you a happy holidays and a better new year.” And remember that it is not 

ecologically sound for Santa to leave coal for the naughty ones, nor PC for 

Christmas to be a white event!

And this does not include the whole breaking and entering through the 

chimney thing, or the mess that 12 reindeer on a rooftop can produce. 

But perhaps the biggest mess of Christmas is the ocean of ripped gift-

wrap scattered across the living room floor, in front of the, soon to be 

unceremoniously-tossed to the street, Christmas tree, reminding everyone 

that the lead up to the big day, since September promotions began, all end 

in a pile, to be followed by an excess of food and drink, a week off to 

recover and then binging in the new year with all that it holds.

I would say that we overthink everything, however I believe the 

opposite is true. Just as the movie Wall-E had the ship occupants 

celebrating “Blue Day,” our society, warts and all, seem to flow with 

similar preoccupations. It’s not that we are politically correct or sensitive, 

but rather, numbed by the incessant blather of a million ridiculous points 

without seeing the bigger picture, pressured by societal bullies into 

accepting things in order to keep the peace, even though that never works. 



And with this divide that continues to grow, politically, racially, 

sexually, financially, it seems that we are destined to fracture because we 

have forgotten the entire point of why America was founded, just as we 

have forgotten the point of why Christmas was even celebrated. 

What else can I say to that but “Yippee ki-yay and a Happy New Year!”

[Publisher: BNP Magazine is happy to accept editorial submissions for 
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LETTERS to BNP Magazine 

Dear BNP:

I’ve enjoyed the last few issues of your magazine, especially the 

interviews and stories. Is it possible to get copies in print and can I 

subscribe to get it in the mail?”

~Nancy Butler (NY)

Dear Nancy, I’m delighted that you enjoy BNP Magazine. I am working on 

growing our subscribe base in order to attract some advertising which will offset 

costs. With that I hope to include print copies, and even offer subscriptions; 

however, I believe that is something for the future. Please share with your friends 

and remind them that they can read BNP at no charge by joining our mailing list. 

~William

Dear BNP:

On your recommendation I purchased a print copy of the book “All 

That Remains” by Robin Melhuish. It’s a nice looking book, including lots 

of good photographs. I enjoyed the story, especially the historical parts 

which I know were accurate from my own research. Has the author written 

other books?”

~Harry Schefield (CA)

Dear Harry, I am so glad you enjoyed the novel. I thought it was excellent as 

well. Robin has written another book that he has self-published. It is an e-book 

titled: “The Quiet Way,” and is equally interesting. You can check it out at http://

amzn.to/2BkQVwX

If you have emails you wish to submit, please email them to me at 

William@AltPublish.com.

http://amzn.to/2BkQVwX
http://amzn.to/2BkQVwX
mailto:william@altpublish.com?subject=BNP%20Letter


Thanks for reading this issue of BNP Magazine. I hope you enjoyed it. If 

I may ask a favor — this issue is listed on Amazon Kindle. If you could 

take a moment and leave an honest review, it would be appreciated. You 

can find it at http://amzn.to/2BkQPFD.

Be sure to bookmark us at www.BooksNPieces.com

Thank you. And Merry Christmas. 

William Gensburger
Publisher

http://amzn.to/2BkQPFD
http://www.BooksNPieces.com

